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1.0

INTRODUCTION

The HDR team is providing design services to the Sutter Butte Flood Control Agency (SBFCA)
for the Feather River West Levee (FRWL) Project. URS Corporation (URS), as a member of the
HDR team, has been providing geotechnical engineering services for the FRWL Project.
For the area between approximately Station 1455+00 and 1461+00, the original design called
for a full levee degrade to address animal burrows that were identified in this section of the
levee during the investigation phase. Following full degrade, the levee was to be rebuilt up to
the elevation of the working platform and a cutoff wall installed.
Following detailed evaluation of cultural resource sites along the FRWL alignment, the area
proposed for full levee degrade between 1455+00 and 1461+00 was identified as a culturally
sensitive site, Cultural Site 8. During levee degrade in the 2014 construction period, midden
soils were encountered in the center of the levee between approximately Station 1456+50 and
1460+00 at an elevation of approximately +83 feet (Figure 1). Based on discussions with
representatives from the United Auburn Indian Community the area was not to be disturbed
further using mechanical excavation techniques. As such, full levee degrade within the current
constraints of the construction schedule was not feasible and an alternative solution was
needed, details of which are presented below.

2.0

BACKGROUND

Following observation of midden soils in the levee degrade, test pitting was performed to identify
the approximate width of midden soil in center of the levee. This indicated that the midden soils
were approximately 60 feet wide at the base of the levee and 20 feet wide below the working
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platform. This compares to a levee width of approximately 110 feet at the base and 50 feet at
the elevation of the working platform. Refer to sketches in Attachment A for details.

3.0

RECOMMENDATIONS

From a geotechnical perspective, the purpose of the full levee degrade was to remove existing
animal burrows that appear to be prevalent in this area and could provide preferential seepage
paths through the levee and then replace with engineered fill compacted in accordance with
contract specification. Given the cultural constraints, in lieu of removing and recompacting the
entire levee, it is recommended that at a minimum an outer shell of recompacted material be
placed to remove the entranceway to existing animal burrows and deter animals from creating
new burrows.
From a seepage perspective, the soil-bentonite cutoff wall along the centerline of the levee
provides the necessary seepage barrier to meet exit gradient criteria and as such leaving the
midden soils in the central portion of the existing levee will not affect intent of the original
design.
Based on the above and discussions with the project team and with DWR, it was recommended
to remove the maximum amount of material on both the landside and waterside levee slopes as
possible without impacting midden soils. Based on the cross-section of midden soils, this should
create a compacted zone at least 10 feet thick on either side of the levee. To addresses cases
where midden soils were potentially wider in the levee profile, a minimum width of removal of
2 feet beyond the 0.5 foot stripping limit was specified.
Following removal of material, the excavated side slopes were to be benched in accordance
with the “Fill Key and Benching Detail” shown on Drawing No. C-303, Sheet 43, of the design
drawings prior to placement and compaction of backfill materials.
In addition to the removal and replacement work, a new access ramp was constructed on the
waterside of the levee between approximately Station 1457+50 and 1460+00, which resulted in
a significantly wider levee cross-section in this area. Refer to sketches in Attachment A for
details.

5.0

LIMITATIONS

This technical memorandum was prepared in accordance with the standard of care commonly
used as the state-of-practice in the engineering profession. Standard of care is defined as the
ordinary diligence exercised by fellow practitioners in this area performing the same services
under similar circumstances during the same period. The limitations section of the final
Geotechnical Data Recommendation Report for the FRWL is applicable for this technical
memorandum also.
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This technical memorandum is for the use and benefit of the HDR Design Team and SBFCA. Use by
any other party is at their own discretion and risk.

Michael Hughes, PE
Senior Project Manager (URS)

Robert Green, PE, GE
Principal Geotechnical Engineer (URS)
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Attachment A
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